2-Meter Measuring Tape Yagi Antenna
Lowes part #
Discription
# needed Cost per Extended
23967
1/2" X 5' Sch40 Pipe
1
$1.76
$1.76
24087
1/2" Sch 40 Cross
2
$1.32
$2.64
23873
1/2" Sch 40 Tee
1
$0.33
$0.33
23867
1/2" Sch 40 Elbow
1
$0.40
$0.40
23937
1/2" Sch 40 End cap
1
$0.38
$0.38
80887
1 1/2" Stainless Hose Clamp (2 per bag)
3
$1.88
$5.64
TOTAL
$11.15
*Don't forget military discount
Harbor Freight

Discription
1" X 25' Tape Measure

# needed
1
FREE with coupon

Tape Measure 2 Meter Yagi
If you wish a slightly neater looking beam, use the self tapping screws. If you do not
mind spending a few more dollars for the hose clamps, use them instead. If I were to
build another beam I would use screws for the director and reflector, and hose clamps for
the driven element. That would give me the best of both methods.
Rubber faucet washers have been used by some builders between the tape measure
element and the PVC fittings on the director and reflector. These allow for the tape to fit
the contour of the PVC fitting and will make the antenna look better. Now you know
what to do with those washers left over from the assortment you once purchased; You
know the ones I mean, the washers that do not fit the faucets you have in your house. If
you are an apartment dweller, ask around, these things are stashed in almost every
homeowners basement or garage.

Construction:
Cut a length of tape measure to 41 3/8 inches. It will be the Reflector element. Cut two
lengths of tape measure to 17 3/4 inches. These will be used for the Driven element. Cut
one length of tape measure to 35 1/8 inches. It will be used for the Director. Once you
have cut the tape measure to length, put vinyl tape on the cut ends to protect yourself

from the sharp edges. You will want to scrape or sand off the paint from one end of each
of the driven element halves so you can make a good electrical connection to the feedline.
If you are planning to solder the feedline to the driven elements it is best to tin the
elements first before attaching them to the PVC cross. If you don’t, the PVC will melt as
you apply heat to the element. It would be a good idea to also take the time to form the
wire used for the hairpin match into a “U” shape with the two legs of the “U” about 3/4
inch apart. Tin the ends of the hairpin if you plan on soldering it to the driven element. If
you tin 1/4 inch of each end of the hairpin it will leave 4 1/2 inches to shape into the “U”.
You will need to cut two lengths of PVC pipe to use as the boom. One should be cut to 11
1/2 inches. It is used to form the boom between the Director and the driven element. The
other piece of PVC should be cut to 7 inches. It will be used between the Reflector and
the Driven element. Just about any saw will cut through the soft PVC pipe. I used a
hacksaw. When we mass produced this antenna as a club project, we marked the pipe and
used a portable jig saw to cut the lengths in assembly line fashion. It took longer to
measure the pipe than to actually make the cuts. Since the pipe is available in ten foot
lengths, you can make a few beams from a single 10 foot length. In any case, you might
want to cut a few extras lengths for your friends. They will want to duplicate this once
they see your completed antenna.
At this time you can pre-assemble the PVC boom, crosses and tee which will support the
tape measure elements. I did not use any cement or glue when I assembled mine. The
PVC pipe is secured in the fittings with a friction fit.
The hose clamps I used are stainless steel and have a worm-drive screw which is used to
tighten them. They are about 1/2 inch wide and are adjustable from 11/16 inch to 1 1/2
inch diameter. Attach the tape measure elements to the PVC fittings as shown in the
accompanying drawing. It is normal for the Reflector and Director elements to buckle a
bit as it is tightened to the PVC Tee and Cross. You can eliminate this buckle if you use
the washers and self tapping screws to attach these elements instead of the hose clamps. I
do not think the beam will withstand as rough a treatment as when hose clamps are used.

